Material adhesion and stresses on friction stir welding tool pins
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During friction stir welding, polygonal tool pins experience severe stresses and, under certain conditions, loss of functionality due to adhesion of plasticised material on their surfaces. The extent of adhesion is analysed for various pin geometry and welding conditions based on the theory of machining. The effective stresses on the polygonal pins are evaluated following the principles of mechanics. The results show that the polygonal pins with fewer sides can avoid permanent adhesion of plasticised material at higher weld pitch, which is defined as a ratio of welding speed and tool rotational speed. The computed pin geometries for minimum adhesion are compared with the pin profiles recommended by various investigators based on independent experiments. The computed stresses show that pins with larger number of sides will experience lower stresses for any given set of welding variables.
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Introduction

During friction stir welding (FSW), the shoulder diameter and pin geometry affect the welding process, and the microstructure and the properties of the joint.¹,² The role of tool shoulder has been extensively discussed in a recent review of FSW tools.³ In the previous studies of pin geometry,⁴–²³ emphasis has been placed on the testing and characterisation of welds. Apart from the pins of circular cross-section,⁸,¹⁷–²⁰ various polygonal cross-sections such as triangle,⁴–⁸ square,⁹–¹⁶ and hexagon²¹ shapes have been recommended in different studies for various welding conditions.

Several investigations⁴–⁸ indicated that a pin with a triangular cross-section increased the flow of plasticised material compared to a cylindrical pin. Defect-free welds were also obtained with pins of square cross sections.⁹–¹⁶ For the FSW of AA2014, superior tensile property of the joint was achieved with a hexagonal pin,²¹ although the joint properties did not show significant differences for square, pentagon and hexagon cross-sections. In addition, sound welds were also achieved with pins of circular cross-section.⁶,¹⁷–²⁰ Because of the conflicting previous recommendations, no unified methodology or model now exists to select an appropriate pin cross-section.

The tool pin facilitates movement of plasticised material during FSW.⁴–²³ Under certain conditions, plasticised materials may adhere to the tool pins locally.²⁴–²⁶ Such adhesion impairs the pin’s ability to facilitate transport of the plasticised materials. The flow of plasticised material on the pin faces is similar to the flow of chips in machining.²⁴ Sticking of chips on the cutting tool is particularly pronounced for softer materials at low speeds.²⁵–²⁹ Inappropriate selection of welding speed and tool rotational speed may also lead to permanent adhesion of plasticised material on the flat faces of the polygonal pins and distorts flow of plasticised materials around the pin.⁹

The tool pins have a much lower stiffness compared to the shoulder and need to endure severe stresses³⁰–³² during FSW which affect its durability.³¹ The cross-sections of the tool pin affect the stresses experienced by the pin. Although stresses on the circular cross sections were examined in previous studies,³⁰–³² the stresses on various polygonal pins were not evaluated. There is a need to study how the various cross-sections of the tool pin and the welding conditions affect the adhesion of plasticised materials and stresses on the tool pin.

This is the first paper to investigate the conditions necessary to avoid undesirable adhesion of material on the tool pin by appropriate selection of both the pin geometry and the welding variables following principles of machining. The effectiveness of the approach is examined by comparing the computed results with those experimentally determined in multiple independent investigations. Furthermore, the effective stresses on pins of various polygonal shapes which affect its durability are evaluated based on the principles of mechanics.

Theoretical formulation

The flow of plasticised material over the polygonal pin faces during a steady-state FSW operation can be considered analogous to the chip flow over tool rake face in typical machining of metallic materials (Fig. 1). In contrast to free flow of chips in machining, the plasticised material in FSW undergoes a restricted flow and is consolidated to form the joint. The flow of deformed chips in machining results an extent of sticking (S) and sliding (L) along the
tool-chip interface\textsuperscript{25} with the former leading to a stagnant region and built-up edge (Fig. 1b) due to adhesion at high pressure and temperature. The built-up edge modifies the tool pin profile, results in a localised hot spot and promotes interfacial cracks and pitting due to differential thermal contractions between sticking chip and tool during cooling.\textsuperscript{26,27} An appropriate choice of the tool geometry and machining conditions can improve chip flow, reduce the sticking of chips on the cutting tool and enhance tool life.\textsuperscript{26–28}

In FSW, each edge and face of a polygonal pin is similar to the tool cutting edge and its rake face in conventional machining. The chips in machining are considered to undergo plastic deformation followed by shear fracture along a plane whose orientation angle ($\alpha$) (Fig. 1a) is commonly estimated using the Lee and Shaffer relation as\textsuperscript{25}

$$x = (\pi/4) + \beta - \gamma$$

where $\gamma$ is the mean friction angle along the tool-chip interface with $\tan \gamma \approx 0.5$. The term $\beta$ is the rake angle that depicts the orientation of the normal to the cutting velocity vector at the cutting edge with the tool rake face. The sticking length ($S$) along the tool-chip interface is estimated commonly using Abuladze’s relation with the assumption that the boundary of the plasticised chip region (AB) meets the rake face at $45^\circ$ (Fig. 1a)\textsuperscript{25}

2 Schematic diagram showing shoulder (outer radius) and adhesion of plasticised material on pin sides for a triangular and b hexagon pin profiles where $H$=pin side length, $c_\omega$=tangential velocity vector, and $S$=sticking length on pin side. Blue dotted and red dashed lines depict incircle and circumcircle, respectively.
\[ S = t \times (1 + \tan(\alpha - \beta)) = \frac{4r}{3} \] (2)

where \( t \) refers to the deformed chip thickness.

Figures 2a and 6 depict schematically the rake angle, \( \beta \), on triangular and hexagonal pin cross-sections, respectively. Unlike in conventional machining, the flow of plasticised material along the polygonal pin faces will be affected by the combined rotational and linear motions of the FSW tool. The sheared plasticised material adjacent to the tool pin corresponds to the motion of the FSW tool. The sheared plasticised material may be made by considering the inradius, \( i \), and circumradius, \( c \), of the pin and the distance it moves per unit revolution, \( p \). The shear volume for a stationary rotating pin can be estimated as the volume of the truncated cone, \( \pi l_p (r_S - c)^2 / 2 \), formed by joining the shoulder and the pin peripheries and shown schematically in Fig. 3a, and the cylindrical volume of the sweep, \( \pi l_p (c - i + p)^2 \), because the inradius is smaller than the circumradius of polygonal pins and the pin is moving. As a result, the total shear volume can be approximated as

\[ V_S = \pi l_p (r_S - c)^2 / 2 + \pi l_p (c - i + p)^2 \] (7)

The inradius and the circumradius are the same for a circular pin while \( c - i \) will be non-zero and decrease with the increasing number of sides for a regular polygonal pin. Therefore, the average volume of the plasticised material around a polygonal pin is larger than a circular pin and would decrease with increasing the number of pin sides for a given \( c \) and \( p \). Figure 3b shows an estimate of the average volume of the plasticised material around FSW tools with a circular and polygonal pins of \( N = 3 \) to 6 for a given set of FSW conditions. Figure 3b indicates that a triangular pin can stir a greater material volume compared to a circular as well as polygonal pins of higher number of sides, which has also been confirmed by independent experiments.

**Results and discussion**

**Volume of plasticised material stirred by pin**

An important function of the tool pin is the stirring of the plasticised material as the tool moves forward. An approximate assessment of the volume of plasticised material may be made by considering the inradius, \( i \), and circumradius, \( c \), of the pin and the distance it moves per unit revolution, \( p \). The shear volume for a stationary rotating pin can be estimated as the volume of the truncated cone, \( \pi l_p (r_S - c)^2 / 2 \), formed by joining the shoulder and the pin peripheries and shown schematically in Fig. 3a, and the cylindrical volume of the sweep, \( \pi l_p (c - i + p)^2 \), because the inradius is smaller than the circumradius of polygonal pins and the pin is moving. As a result, the total shear volume can be approximated as

\[ V_S = \pi l_p (r_S - c)^2 / 2 + \pi l_p (c - i + p)^2 \] (7)

The inradius and the circumradius are the same for a circular pin while \( c - i \) will be non-zero and decrease with the increasing number of sides for a regular polygonal pin. Therefore, the average volume of the plasticised material around a polygonal pin is larger than a circular pin and would decrease with increasing the number of pin sides for a given \( c \) and \( p \). Figure 3b shows an estimate of the average volume of the plasticised material around FSW tools with a circular and polygonal pins of \( N = 3 \) to 6 for a given set of FSW conditions. Figure 3b indicates that a triangular pin can stir a greater material volume compared to a circular as well as polygonal pins of higher number of sides, which has also been confirmed by independent experiments.

**Computed optimum polygonal pin cross-sections**

For a given set of FSW conditions, the optimum polygonal pin profile will result in minimum adhesion of plasticised material around the entire pin periphery. Figure 4 shows that the sticking length, \( S \), decreases with increasing number of pin sides, \( N \). However, the total sticking length, \( S \times N \), first decreases, reaches a minimum and increases thereafter with increasing \( N \). The decrease in \( S \) with increasing \( N \) is attributed to the corresponding decrease in \( c - i \). Figure 4a and b shows the effects of weld pitch. For a pitch of 0-2 mm rev\(^{-1}\), the optimum pin cross-section is found to be a regular octagon. When the weld pitch is increased to 0-6 mm rev\(^{-1}\), the optimum pin cross-section changes to a regular pentagon. Thus, a polygonal pin of fewer sides becomes optimum as the weld pitch, \( p \), increases. Equation (5) also gives the same answers from an analytical expression as expected.

**Table 1** lists a large selection of the available data on the effects of various circular and polygonal pin cross-sections on the weld properties and the suggested optimum pin profile in each case. The values of the optimum number of pin sides computed from equation (5) are also shown in Table 1 for each case. The suggested pin profiles from the
independent experiments and the corresponding computed optimum pin profiles agree well for several cases in Table 1. For example, Ref. 21 in Table 1 reported FSW of an aluminium alloy AA2014 at a high weld pitch of 0.6 mm rev$^{-1}$ and a circumradius of 3 mm. For these conditions, very marginal differences in the measured weld joint tensile strength were found with the square, pentagon and hexagon pin profiles. Equation (5) predicts a pentagonal pin to be the most optimum pin cross-section. Equation (5) also correctly predicts the circular cross-sections ($N<6$) for the welding of various alloys reported elsewhere.$^{17–20}$ In each of these cases, the weld pitch is very small and the reported as well as the corresponding estimated pin profiles are circular.

Table 1 also indicates welding conditions when the sticking of the plasticised material should not be a concern in the selection of the pin cross-section. When the heat generation rate per unit length of the weld is very high either due to high rotational speed of the tool or low welding velocity or both, significant softening of the work piece material is anticipated. In these cases, the flow of the workpiece material is facilitated by good plasticity of the material and the shear owing to the rotation of the tool pin becomes less critical in the orderly flow of the plasticised material. In Refs. 9–11 and 14–16, either the tool rotational speed is fairly high or the welding speed is quite low or both, and the sticking of the plasticised material to the tool does not

3 a schematic presentation of plasticised (shear) region around FSW tool pin; and b variation of shear volume with number of polygonal pin sides for given $c$ and $p^{21}$

4 Variation of $S$ and $(S \times N)$ with number of pin sides for circumradius, $c=3$ mm and weld pitch, $p$, as $a$ 0.2 mm rev$^{-1}$ and $b$ 0.6 mm rev$^{-1}$ (Refs. 8 and 21)
Table 1 Various non-circular pin profiles in FSW and estimated optimum pin sides*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work material</th>
<th>Tool shape and size</th>
<th>Welding conditions</th>
<th>Experimental observation</th>
<th>N&lt;sub&gt;OPT&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref. 8; AA1050; i=5 mm</td>
<td>SD: 15 mm; SS: Smooth PD: 6 mm (c=3 mm) PL: 4-7 mm PS: SC, SCT (TP: 0-5 mm RHT), Str</td>
<td>R/rev min&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; 1500</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SC.</td>
<td>8, 8, 7, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v/mm s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; 5:00, 6:25, 8:25, 11:67</td>
<td>p/mm rev&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; 0:20, 0:25, 0:33, 0:47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 8; AA5083; i=5 mm</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>with PS as Str.</td>
<td>27, 16, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
<td>with PS as SCT.</td>
<td>11, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 9; AA1050; i=5 mm</td>
<td>SD: 14 mm; PL: 3-5 mm PD: 5 mm (c=2-5 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA6061; i=6 mm</td>
<td>PS: SC, SCT, Str, SSq</td>
<td>Highest nugget hardness</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 12; MMC; i=6 mm</td>
<td>SD: 16 mm; PD: 5-7 mm (c=2-855 mm); PS: Ssq, TSq SHex, Thex, SOct, TOct</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SSq.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 14; AA5083 + AA6351; i=6 mm</td>
<td>SD: 18 mm; SS: Flat PL: 5-7 mm; PD: 6-0 mm</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as Ssq.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c=3 mm)</td>
<td>PS, Ssq, TSq, Shex, SOct, TOct</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SSq.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SSq.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refs. 15 and 16; AA2219; i=6 mm</td>
<td>SD: 18 mm; PL: 5-7 mm PD: 6 mm (c=3 mm)</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SSq</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1500, 1600, 1700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SSq</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 17; AA1080; i=5 mm</td>
<td>SD: 18 mm; PL: 15 and 21 mm; PD: 5-7 mm; PD: 6 mm (c=3 mm); PS: SC, SCT, Str, SSq</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SCT (TP: 1-1 mm)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 19; AZ31B; i=6 mm</td>
<td>PS (PD): SC (5, 6, and 7 mm); TC (6, 8 and 10 mm); TSq (8-48, 11-31 and 14-14 mm)</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SCT (TP: 1 mm)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refs. 19 and 20; AA; i=6 mm</td>
<td>SD: 12 mm; PL: 4-7 mm PD: 6 mm (c=3 mm); PS: TC, Tff, TPen, Thex</td>
<td>Highest weld joint UTS with the PS as SC (PD: 5 mm)</td>
<td>10 (c=2-5 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref. 21; AA2014; i=5 mm</td>
<td>SD: 12 mm; PL: 4-7 mm PD: 6 mm (c=3 mm); PS: TC, Tff, TPen, Thex</td>
<td>Variation in weld joint YS &amp; UTS is minimal for PS as TSq, TPen, Thex.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SD: shoulder diameter; SS: shoulder shape; PD: pin diameter; PL: pin length; TP: thread pitch; LHT (RHT): left (right) hand thread; TP: thread pitch; PS: pin shape [SC: straight circular; SCT: straight circular threaded; TC: tapered circular; Str: straight triangular; TTr: tapered triangular; SSq: straight square; TSq: tapered square; TPen: tapered pentagon; SHex: straight hexagon; THex: tapered hexagon; SOct: straight octagon; TOct: tapered octagon].
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circular pins (respective tools for their continuous use without premature condition provide a measure of the durability of the tool pin. The effective stresses on the tool pins for a given FSW joint hardness or tensile properties are often less than 15% in most cases. While the experiments performed with a tool rotational speed of 1000 rev min⁻¹ and welding speed of 7.73 mm s⁻¹, i.e. 0.46 mm rev⁻¹. The computed values of τmax, following equation (6) are 582, 312, 226, 197 and 145 MPa for triangular, square, pentagon, hexagon and circular pin cross-sections. The decrease in τmax with an increase in the number of sides for polygonal pins is attributed to the corresponding increase in their structural stiffness. For a given circumradius, c, the circular profile provides the highest value of structural stiffness and experiences the minimum value of τmax. The ratio of the shear strength of the tool material and the corresponding τmax is a measure of the durability of the tool pin. Considering a shear strength of 750 MPa for a typical FSW tool material EN40 steel, the ability of the triangular, square, pentagon, hexagonal and circular pin cross-sections to safely endure the effective stress, on a relative basis is 1, 3, 2, 4, 3, 3, 3, 8 and 5, respectively. The triangular pin is the most susceptible to shear fracture compared to the other polygonal and the circular pins, particularly for the welding of hard alloys.

**Conclusions**

Various FSW tool pins of polygonal cross-sections were compared for their ability to avoid adhesion of plasticised material on the pin faces. It is shown that the pin geometry will have the highest impact at high ratio of welding speed to tool rotational speed (weld pitch). At low values of weld pitch, the pin profile does not have a significant impact. The optimum pin cross-section is circular at very low weld pitch, i.e. at high rotational speed and/or low welding speed. At high weld pitch, polygonal pins with fewer than six sides will be the optimum for minimum adhesion of plasticised material. The computed stresses on the tool pins of indicate that pins of circular cross-section will have lower stresses than the pins of polygonal cross-sections. Polygonal pins having larger number of sides will experience lower effective stresses.

**Appendix**

Considering a family of polygonal pin profiles confirming to a unique circumradius, c, the inradius, i, of any polygonal pin can be expressed in terms of the circumradius, c, as

\[ i = c \times \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{N} \right) \]  

Following theory of machining, the rake angle (β) of a polygonal pin in FSW can be estimated as function of number (N) of pin sides as \( \beta = - \pi \times (N-2)/(2 \times N) \). Substituting equation (8) in equation (4), the latter can be rewritten as

\[ S \times N = \frac{4}{3} N \left\{ c \left[ 1 - \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{N} \right) \right] + p \right\} \]  

Expanding \( \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{N} \right) \) and neglecting the higher order terms, equation (9) can be rewritten as

\[ S \times N = \frac{4}{3} N \left\{ c \left( \frac{\pi^2}{2N^2} - \frac{\pi^4}{24N^4} \right) + p \right\} \]  

![Image](image.png)
Next, considering the derivative of \((S \times N)\) with respect to \(N\) and equating it to zero leads to

\[
N = \pm \frac{\pi}{2p^{2/7}} \times \left[1 - \left(\frac{2p}{c}\right)^{1/2}\right]^{1/2} \quad (11)
\]

Equation (11) provides an unique solution for \(N\) with three realistic assumptions. First, \(N\) must be greater than zero. Second, a real solution of \(N\) exists only for \(c > 2p\), which is intuitive as the circumradius for any polygonal pin is usually much greater than the linear distance moved by the tool pin in each revolution. Third, \(c \sim \left(\frac{2p}{c}\right)^{1/2}\) results in \(N\) to be lesser than 3 for the complete range of values of \(c\) and \(p\) used in contemporary FSW literature and hence, can be neglected. Thus, a realistic expression to estimate the number of pin sides (\(N_p\)) for a polygonal pin remains as

\[
N_p = \frac{\pi}{2p^{2/7}} \times \left[1 + \left(\frac{2p}{c}\right)^{1/2}\right]^{1/2} \quad (12)
\]

A second order derivative of \((S \times N)\) with respect to \(N\) shows that

\[
\frac{d^2(S \times N)}{dN^2} = \frac{4}{c^2} \left(\frac{\pi^2}{N^3} - \frac{\pi^4}{2N^5}\right) \quad (13)
\]

For \(N = N_{OPT}\), the right hand side of equation (13) is always greater than zero when \(N > 3\) for all practical values of \(c\) and \(p\) used in independent literature. Thus, equation (12) provides an optimum solution for a given value of \(c\) and \(p\).
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